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teacher fnstruction I expertise is the nature of information teachers proceSt., as they cik.:4 ongoing instructional decisions in the classroom.
Nsr.
These studies of instructional decision making have been particularly influenced by theories of information processing within semantically rich dowins. Research in this area has highlighted differences in the Qays ekperienced and novice practitioners organize and process complex bodies of information id fields such'as physics and medicine, as well asdifferences in the ways knowledge is applied to' probrem SolVidg and decision eking (EISteln, Kagan, Shulman; Jason; & Loupe, 1972; Kieinmuntz; 1968; Chi, Glaser, & Rees, Note To inqestig:ite thq extent to wnich there may exist patterns of t..,azhi.ng strategies commonly used by all teachec., the summary data across all teachers were examined. As shown in Table 4 The data on teachers' reports of the kinds of prior :,knowledge recalled during the process of instruction are summarized in Table 6 .
Lt is in this area that -the greatest differences were found between experienced and novice teacners, : Experienced teachers appeared to utilize prior knowledge during instruction much more frequently than did In addition, the data suggest that experienced : 
Deficient.Responses
Definition:
A behavior or response is not 'made by the student or stu-lents;
after beingencItedhy the teacher.
. Example:
.
VD.
When a teacher asked students to read sentences aloud"
unison, students'did not tespond.
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B.
Initiations
St-sdents init;Ate spontaneous behaviors or responses.
Example:
A student spontaneously praised another student's response. 
Gives Feedback
The teacher provides the student with information regarding the Explains Cencept/Procedure DefInittoa:
The teacher provides or elicits an explanation'of a concept or a procedUre for completing a task without referende to a particular student response.
ExaMple:
A teacher explained the procedure for playing a language game' after students were unable to respond to initial questions about game rules.
C.
Checks Knowledge
The teacher queries a student or students about student knowledge of a concept, topic, or procedure.
Example:
After a student gave as incomplete answer to a question on math procedures, a teacher asked the student co provide a More complete answer; D.
Focusses AttentiOn/Effort Defintion:
The teacher directs student attention to a concept or lesson topic, or encourages a student to persist with a task;
A teacher placed a work card directly in front of a.student and A-4 asked him a question after noticing that the student'S attention was wandering.
E.
Applies, Extends, or Plans
The teacher applies conceptS to new examples, eatends instruction to new concepts, or plans-future instruction with students.
Examples:
a.
A teacher spontaneously illustrated the location of the Great Barrier Reef on a map in the room following student confusion during a discussion of the term "reef:" b.
After stating that she noticed; during reading lesson, that students didn't understand the directions North, South;
East, and West, a teacher made plans with students to conduct a future lesson on that topic.
'I%
Elicits and Incorporates Input
The teacher elicits c encourages student initiations and LISPS them in the lesson.
As students were enthusiastically composing tne ending sentence of a story, a teadher spontaneously asked for each student's ending; and wrote them on tne board.
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Ili.
Instructional dons
A.
Student Motivation and Involvement
The teacher makes a decision with consideration for increasing or maintaining students' motivation or involvement dith the lesson. 
Group Management
The teacher makes a decision with consideration for the effect of overall group process and/or structure on. the lesson.
aap-11:
A teacher made a decision co answer a student's question, even Social Development Dfinition:
The teacher makis a deci.iion with consideration for students' SCIethl learning and/or developmental needs.
Example:
A teacher made a decision to aiiow a partiddIar student to contribi_e when she raised her hand; even though other students raised their hands first, giving this reasvn:
"I'di finally getting her out of her shell."
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' 'E.
Subject Matter Content
The teacher makes a decision with consideration for the nature of the lesson content;
A teacher made a decision cc probe fur more specific responses
In a sentence composition lessdni giving the following reason:
"I was trying to do thiS in terms of words that might be more descriptive of what it was going to be tised-for...just to 81113W
we dont want to start every sentence f..ith the same word."
F.
Student Understanding .
Defioition:
The teacher makes a:dectaion with primary consideration for increasing students' ability to understand the lesson content.
